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Summary
PHASE I FINAL REPORT
,.The objective of Phase T of the Energy Conversion Alternatives
Study (ECAS) foac coal or coal-•derived fuels was to assist in the
development ^^f a technical-economic informat^.on base on the. ten.
energy conversion systems specified. for investigation. Over 300
parametric variations were studied in an attempt to identify sys-
tem and cycle conditions which inda.cate the best potential of the
energy conversion concept.. This information base provided a foun-
dation for selection of energy conversion systems for more in-
depth nvestgation_in the conceptual design portion of the ECAS
study. The systems for continued study were specfiee^ by the ECAS
Interagency. Steering. Committee.
The technical-economic results include efficiency, capital
.cost, aiiu ^.ost of electricity. For reference purposes a steam
cycle (3500 psi/1000 F/1000 F {24.1. MN/m2/811 K/81:1 h';]) with a
conventional coal burning furnace, _stack gas cleanup, and wet
mechari.cal draft coaling towers was analyzed with the same analy-
sis procEdure employed . for the advanced systems. The highest
overall Efficiencies were estimated for the open-cycle NlHD system.
The potential for overal efficiencies .^a,l.^proaching or exceeding
50 percent, and significantly higher than the 37 percent efLicient
reference steam cycle, was showxi. A group of cycles•-advanced steam,
supFrcrtical CO2, liquid metal topping,-and inert gas MHD—had
efficiencies estimated in the. ^0 to 45 _percent range.
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The energy conversion systems with capital costs significantly
^,
':^^	 -.
^ lower than thereferancesteam plant were. those with short con- '^
^' structon times and simple construction ., i.e., open-cycle gas'
^, turbines and low-temperature fue	 cells.. ,The. more comphex plants,
i.e., open.- and closed.-cycle -MHD
 and. liquid metal topping., re-; a	 ;^k
<< quired longer construction time and were higher in .capital cost. +'	 -^
,:	 -
Efficiency and capital cost are apart of the tota? technical-
;^, economic evaluation.
	 The combination of these characteristics ^f'^
with the cost of fuel and operation and maintenance costs results ^^'..
yi in a cost of electricity for more. complete comparisons.- 	 The :only ^°`
ry systems which had estimated costs of electricity which we're con.- .`
-sistently lower than. the reference- steam plant's 30 mills/kWh at ^;^
.65 capacity factor were the open-cycle .
 gas .turbine-:combined„cxcles.
}, Plants which had high capital costs, e.g., MHD, supercritical CO2,^,”.
liquid metal topping, and 'high-temperature .fuel. cells had a re-
sulting cost of .electricity higher .
 than the reference steam plant. '^	 y'
The low capital. cost plants •—low--temperature fuel cells and open- •
cycle gas turbine, recuperative--utilized clean fuels and conse-
quently had high.. fuel`charges..which.-resulted in higher costs of ^..^
electricity than the reference steam plant at .65 aapac^ty factor. 3,	 ^,^"^
These systems would be more economically applicable to peaking or
i^
mid-range duty•
;	 ;	 •	 .
..
.,
^
_.
\a	 <-. .
1	
^,,,
,_^-.	 _
^	 Many advanced ener gy conversion techniques which can usE^
coal or coal-derived fuels have been advocated for power genera-
ton applications.	 Conversion .systems advocated have included
i	 open- and closed-cycle gas turbine systems (including combined f,
gas turbine-steam turbine systems), supercritical CO2 cycle,
liquid metal Rankine topping cycles, magnetohydrodynamics (MHD),
and fuel cells.	 Advances hive also been. proposed for the s eam
systems which now form the backbone of our electric power Indus-
I	 try.	 These advances include the use of new furnace concepts and
j	 higher steam turbine inlet temperatures and pressu^.res.	 Integra.-
tion of a power conversion sys em with a coal procs^:asing plant
producing a clean low-Btu: gas fox use. in the power plant is still
another approach advocated for energy conserving, economical pro- :,'
duct pn of electric power.. 	 .Studies of all these energy convey-
lion techniques have been . performed in the past.
	
However,. new
studies performed on a common basis and in light of new national
goals and current. conditions are required to permit an assess- °'
merit of the relative merits of these techniques and potEritial
benefits to the: nation.
The purpose of-this contract. is to assist in the-development ,,g
of an information base necessary-fe y
 an assessment of various ad- '^
vanced energy conversion systems and for. definition of the research 9
.and development required to bxinq these systems to fruition.
Estimates of the perforcn^ance, economics, natural resource require-
merits and environmental intrusion characteristics of these systems
are being made on as comparable and consistent a basis as possible
'leading to an assessmen 	 of the commercial acceptability of the
conversion systems_;;and the researchand development required to
bring the systems to commercial: reality.
	 This is being accomplished
in the following tasks::: ,.
Task I	 Parametric Analysis {Phase I) ^"
Task IT	 Conceptual Designs
.^
(Phase II)
-_Task ` III	 Implementation Asses merit
. °	 t
.This investigation is being conducted under the Energy Con- ^
version Alternatives Study (ECAS) under the sponsorship of Energy
Re earch and bevelopment Administration (ERDP,), National Science -'
Foundation (NSF), and .National Aeronautics and Space:Admnstra-
ton {NASA).	 The contro	 of the program is under the direction "may
of an Interagency .Steering Committee. with participation of the ^	 ^
supporting agencies. 	 The NASA Lewis Research-Center ss responsible
for project management of this studye
y	 a
The information presented in this report-describes the re-
sults produced in the Task I portion of this study.
	 The emphasis ^'
:,
,:
•	 .'
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^`^4^in this task was placers upon developing an information base uponrr^^,,`
which. comparisons .
 of Ads*anced Energy Conversion Techniques using' ;j
coal or coal-derived fuels can be made. The Task I partian of 	 ^^`^,
the study was directed at a paramEtric variation of the ten ad-
vanced energy conversion systems. under investigation. The wide-
ranging parametric study was performed in order to provide data
	 ^',,,
for selection by the Interagency Steering Committee of the sys-
terns and specific configurations most appropriate for Task II and
III studies.
The Task II effort will involve amore detailed evaluation. of
seven advanced energy conversion systems and result in a conceptual.
design of the major components and power plant layout. The Task
IIT effort will. produce the research and development plans _which
would be necessary to bring each of the seven Task LI systems to
a state of commercial reali y and then. to assess their potential
for commercial acceptability.
A-prime objective of this study was to produce . results which
^ had a cycle-to-cycle consistency.
	 In order to accomplish this
objective and still. ensure. that each system was properly advo-
^^ cated, an organization which is or had been a proponent of the
prime cycle was selected to advocate the energy conversion sys-
,, tern arsd-to analyze the. performance and economics... of the prime
cycle portion of the energy conversion system, i.e., the parts
°^^...^ of the system which were novel or unique to the system.
	 The rep-
maining subsystems, e.g., fuel processing, furnaces, bottoming
cycles, balance of plant, were analyzed by technology specialist
a organizations w^"ch presently have responsibilityforsupplying
^ these subsys ems for utlityapplications. 	 The final. plant con-
figuration and performance were produced by the General Electric
Corporate Research and Development study team and this group per-
formed the critical integration of the final-plant concept: 	 This
-	 ^ methodology was'^sed to provide a system-to-system consistency
while maintaining the influence of a cycle advocate.
The ten ene.-gy conversion systems under-rovestgation in this
study are defined 'and analyzed in .this volume of the report.
^ These. include:
1.	 Open.•-cycle Gas Turbine .Recuperative
-with `clean and semi-clean fuels produced from coal
-with and without organic bottoming cycles
?.	 Open-Cycle Gas Turbine
4
^;	 ; -with air and water cooling.
 of .the .gas turbine ho
^;...'	 ; r^.^., path
-with-clean and semi-clean fuels from cr^al and
integrated low-Btu gasifiers
4
^	
__
_	
..
`^, ^.r:._^ ^
	
], .
^r
±,
M^
`,^`
^..._
J_,__.-_
1:
3: Closed-Cycle Gas Turbine.	 _,^\
with helium working fluid:	 ^^^^
with a variety of direct coal and clean fuel furnaa^s
- with and without organic and steam bottr^ming cycles
4. Supercritical. CO2 Cycle
- with basic and recompression cycle variations
- with a variety of direct coal and clean coal-.derived	 ^
fuel furnaces i
5. Advanced Steam Cycle 	 j
- with both throttle and/or reheat temperatures greater
.,	 than presentpractice (1.000 F [81.1 K^)
	 x
-.with a variety of direct coal and clean coal-derived
fuel furnaces
6. Liquid .Metal Topping Cycle
..^. ^;,
a
-with potassium and cesium as working fluids
- with a variety of direct coal anal clean fuelfuxnaaes
u
,t._v^
7. Open-Cycle MHD
- with direct coal anc^ semi-clean fuel combustion
#;
-with standard steam and gas turbine bottoming. ^^ q
9
8. Closed-Cycle Inert Gas MHD ^.
J,
r#
-- with parallel and topping configurations F .,
-with both direct coal and semi-clean fuel utilization ^
^`
^:.
^.
'^ 9. Closed-Cycle'Liquid Metal MHD ^' ,'
^i
-with mixture of liquid sodium and :helium as working_.
	 ^^ ^('^
^	 _;
^ fluids
': -with standard steam bottoming ; 1 ^
x - with a v^z^^i ety ref direct coal. and. clean fuel furnaces.:
-^ i
^,
10. Fuel Cells	 ;.
^'
n
^'	 -- -both high anal low temperature' (less than 300 F '[42.2 K])
1^
r^ ,»
-.with-employment of clean process fuels forlow temper-
ature cells and low--Btu gasification at high tempera- ;^ ^..^
G tune cells	 ^ {
,'^^^^
.	 ^^
;^
r,
, <
^:
;;.
,^ r
'
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^:,
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J	 ANALYTICAL APPROACH	 l^
{	
GROUNDRULES FOR STUDY 	 „--[	 --=J
All the Advanced Energy Conversion'^^°Systems were anal`y_^d in
order to determine their potential for producing electrical powe,'r
while operating on a utility grid. 	 The emphasis of the study wales
placed. on operation at baseloaded conditions.
	
The design goals'°>,
.for the system were for a thirty-year lifetime with a 90 percent `'	 -,.`
plant availability goal. 	 Although these two factors were estab- '^;
lished as goals, in reality they had very little influence on the ^
'	 Task T designs for those systems not yet exposed^to prototype de-
velopment.	 The electrical - output ranged from 24 MW for the :,^;ow-
temperature fuel cells and open-cycle gas turbines to 2400 MTn`,for
the open-cycle MHD and liquid metal topping cycles
. .	 `
The energy source was coal or coal-derived fuels.
	
The co31 e^°
j	 was employed l) in direct combustion with sulfur cleanup in a
fluidized bed or 2) with conventional furnaces ^J'thstack gas
cleanup.. The clean fuels were produced as l) low-Btu gas produced
in a cycle-integratFu,gasifier or 2) transportable process fuels
produced from coal; and delivered to the plant boundary for a fixed
price.. a_'
All efficiency values presented in the study are . based on the.
higher .heating value (HHV) of the fuel.
	 The .primary. heat. rejec-
tion mode was wet cooling towers, and the ambient condi ions were
59 F (244 K)
	 and. 60 percent relative humidity.
Two efficiency values. are .discussed in this summary.	 The
power . plant efficiency represents the net electrical energy gen-
erated by the plant divided by the. heat input (based on HHV) of
the power plant fuel. 	 The second value	 sthe . :overall efficiency
(coal pile to bus bar).. and is the power plant efficiency times ,:
the . process fuel conversion efficiency.
	
For plants utilizing coal .
directly	 hese two efficiences are equal. ^
The capital costs were estimated in mid-1974 dollars.
	 A ^•^
fixed charge rate . of 18 percent was employed. 	 Capital cost adders ''^'^t	 ,;
weie applied on y during plant construction, and these consisted '^r
of a 6 1/2 percent escalation factor and a 10 percent interest
	 `: ,,'
,charge applied. on an "S" curve basis to cash flow. ,;	 .
- All the power plants; were designed to meet°the present F^PA
	 ^ ;`^
emission standards.* q`f.
^^
r
.:.The: power plant site was taken to be Middletown, U,S.A. .h.
i	 I	 ^_.
FUELS
	
The coals em Toyed in this study were Illinois #[6 (HHV' 10788-
	 #	 n.u:
	
Btu/1b [.2.51 x 10^ J/kg)) Montana sub-bituminous (HHV 8944 Btu/lb
	 ^	 ^'^
^	
^	 i
	
Emission:standards specified.	 x
^	 ;:
7	 ^`
f
,^
e	
^	 1 -
K
'{a ^	
.<.^	
^
^.	 •	 ^	 ,.
Semi-Clean
Fuel (SRC)
Sntermediate-
Btu Gas
Low-Btu Gas
(Free-Standings Hydrogen COED High-Bcu Gas
Highe= Heating Value 15,682 6350 2535 54,047 17,041 2::,674
(Btu/lb)
Cost Delivered *.- 1.80. -	 2. . 00 2.08
-
2.50 2.60 2.60
($/Millibr	 Btu)
Com•ersior. EfP _ciency 78 70 66 61 56 50
(,?ercent)
_.....	
^
[2.08 x 10^ J/kg]) and North Dakota Lignite (HHV 6890 Btu/lb
j1.61 x 10^ J/kg]). Although all, coals had a. different mine site
price, the delivery distances for the three coals were different,
so that the combination of transportation charge and mine mouth 	 '^
price resulted in an equal power plant delivery price of $0..85/
million Btu [$0.81/10 9
 J]) for all three fuels.**
All p.'rocess fuels were assumed to be derived from coal.. The
characteristics of these fuels are given in Tabled. The clean
fuels were in part selecicec^ to represent the variety of fossil
fuels presently available. The semi-clean liquid fuel, Solvent
Refined Coal (SRG), represents a residual oil; char oil energy
development (COED), a distillate oil; an^3 high-Btu gas (HBtu), a
pipeline quality gas, The conversion efficiency is the ratio of
the ^iHV of the process-fuel to the HHV of the coal feedstock.
,,
Tab^.e 1
3
^^	 CHARACTERISTICS OF PROCESS FUELS
	 ^^
1E
i;
F:
*Fuel costs specified.
ADVANCED. ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS
Thp
 ten energy .conversion systems investigated in the Task I
Study are shown in Table 2.
'(
'`
`G One objective of .this task was to evaluate a wide ran e ofJ	 g '`	 ,
,a parametric variations of these primary_cycles.
	 The approach to v•
accomplishing this objective was to select one or more nominal -;4'.^'	 ,'
design configurations for each advanced cycle, defined as a base ',
case.	 The parametric	 oirit cases were then generated as perturba- +	 >
tions of varablesaround'the base case.
	
The variables were fuel ^^
u type, heat input system type, cycle configuration, state point }
cond
	 ions, and heat rejection system.
r+	
•'	
.;
-.	 te^
^k
The o.^tput parameters. which were: generated for each base case
F
^'-
^ and each_parametric,point.were efficiency, capita 	 cost (af major ;;^
i( components, oommon subsystems, and :balance of plant.), and cost of
electricity.	 -.For each base case, additional information was devel^ ^•^>
oped on the physical .details. of the major. components, the major •;!
material requirements, the natural resource requirements, and the
environmental intrusion.. - `^^
,^ c"^;	 -
is **Coal prices specified. `,
,, ;,
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Table 2 l^^
a,,^'^ ADVANCED ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS
7a
F'	 '.
^
_X
E
• OPEN-CYCLE GAS TURBINES 'f
j
^ Simple. and recuperative cycles	 '-_
,,
^-' Combined cycles k,
i^	 iE
^,	
7(
^,`
• CLOSED .CYCLES
-
^.^	 ^
Y
. 7 i
`I Gas turbine-helium
,.
^' Supercritical COQ
^^ Advanced steam
E Liquid metal topping
of
,! • DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSIONt,
i^j! Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) ^
Open cycle k
^^ Closed-cycle. inert .gas
'^ Closed-cycle liquid metal
s	
,^ Fuel cells
k	 `;
'E
-
,;$, METHODOLOGY OF ANALYSIS
T^a. The intent of thus study was to develop _a consistent	 nforma-
^	
.
tion base upon which a relative assessment of the ten .energy. con.-
versionsystems could be made.	 In order to ensure that each sys-
}^ tem was represented by a vested interest .group, a-subcontracting
^`
^ organization was selected to be an advocate of .the prime cycle(unique) portion of the advanced . energy conversion .system..- This ;^	 •
^^,, cycle. proponent assisted in the selection o.f_the base case and {^^'
f parametric point variation which were studied. 	 THe advocatA had l
;; responsikaility for thermodynamic analysis of the-prime cycle..and .:'
;; for. originating the capital cost-estimates of the unique cycle
rl	
.a
^' components.	 In order, to ensure a cycle-to-cycle - consistency, 1f	 ^s.
'	 G^ c>om onent technolo	 s ecialists`evaluated and crt
	 ued theP	 gY	 P	 q 4^•^	 -"{^„
advocates' design assumptions and performance and cost estimates.
,{.^
:i{. x	 .,^
^,
.;
A majorportion of'each advanced. energy conversion system was
;^	 ,
„,	 ;^
composed not of unique components but of .subsystems presently . used #	 '"
'' by the utility industry.	 These. common elements were analyzed by "	 M•
,^ an or anriation which currentl
	 su	 lies e ui mcnt or	 ervices ofg ,	 ^	
'.	
Y	 PP	 q	
^niz	
^ ^^,
^	 f
^s ^^.th^,s kind to the utility industry. 	 Each o ga	 anon had respons - .^	 ,
^. ibility for this common: subsystem as applied to each. advanced .
 en- I^,f^^
ergy conversion system. ;^
^,
^;
#^	 i
This uniformity of analysis extended to the following: if
u ^t	
.
1,	 Primary Heat Input System, which. was employed.. to supply
^,
;^- ^^r
thermal energy into each closed cycle. ,;
t
^^
,.
:;j
r;	 r
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^:	 2. Low-Btu Gasifier, which was integrated with the prime
^	 cycle and or the heat input system. This was a fixed bed
gasifier with low-temperature cleanup.- This same. gasifier
was also employed to estimate process fuel cost and con-
^	 version efficiency in order-to maintain a consistent com-
parison base`for those systems employing either integrated
low-Btu .gasifiers or c can process .fuels.. This. information
was utilized by ?NASA in arriving atthe fuel costs shown in
Table 1.
	
3, Bottoming Cycles, which were. coupled to the prime _cycles,
	 r ^^
'	 were either steam. cycles with standard steam conditions or
:^	 organic cycles for low-temperature operation..
Y
4 • Balance of Plant, which included cost estimates for n-
^:	 - _ :;
r"	 -	 stallation of the heat input_sy^tem and major componentst,.	
^
,^	 in addition to specifying and. installing .the coal delivery
and heat rejection systems.
-,
	
_,	
,'
The characteristics and performance of the. prime cycle and
the common subsystems were integrated, as shown in Figure 1, to
produce the overall power plant . performance and capital cost. This
,^	 integration: was performed by a study team composed of individuals
	 !	 ^~
^
	
	 assigned specifically to the different classes of Advanced Energy
Conversion Systems.
.`
Process	
,	 ^;^ ;
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Figure 1. Power Plant Integration
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In each system the supply of thermal .energy to the prime
	 k[
cycle is: critical to its operation: Coal was utilized direc ly4	
_}i	 ^	 . ' 3to produce a process fuel, or in an integrated low-Btu gasifier.
	 i=^ -	
s4
^;
,l ^	
:^
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For the direct combustion of coal, the atmospheric fluidized
jy^
.
j;
bed was employed as a primary furnace type.,. ,This system. employs
combustion of coal at 1550 F (1.117 K) in the presence of limestone.
..The limestone acts as a sulfur capture medium.
	
A pressurized-flu-
idized bed at 1650 F (1172 K) was also evaluated for all closed-
cycle systems.	 This system featured fluidized bed operation at a
) pressure.	 A gas turbine is employed. to pressurize. the furnace.
The. exhaust gas from the furnace is c'Leaned andthen expanded to
deliver the power for air compression and to generate. additional . . ^
electrical output.	 A conventional"coal-burning ., radiant furnace t-`
with stack gas cleanup was also evaluated for specific systems.
^ In open-cycle MHD, coal. was employed directly in the cycle combustor.
The process. fuels were employed for all Advanced .Energy Con-
version Systems.	 A gas turbine pressurized furnace was employed
to utilize the clean gases, either high--or low-Btu, and to supply '' p
energy to the prime. cycle.	 The semi-clean fuels
	
(SRC.) were-util- P
^ zed in conventional furnac>es and as fuel for MHD combustors.	 The
open-cycle gas turbines operated on the process liquid fuels and
^ the clean gases.	 The open-cycle gas turbine-combined cycle was
also evaluated with an integrated low-Btu gasifier. 	 The fuel cells
employed only clean process fuels. s	 .^
^3
^^^
^ SYSTEM COMPARISON ',;.
' In order. to establish a basis for comparison. of the Advanced fa:.
-^fi..:.....^ Energy Conversion. Systems, a steam power plant with standard steam ,..r"
^_ conditions was evaluated. 	 The steam power plant with various sub-
u systems, as noted in Table 3, was evaluated with the analytical
^ techniques employedin_the Task I. Study. 	 This system had an over- j
^ all power plant efficiency of approximately 37 percent and a cap-
i
- tal cost of between $600 and $700/kW.
	 The resulting cost.. of .
electricity was approximately' 30 mills/kWh.
	 A conventional "as k	 ^.
'^ built" steam plant operating with these same steam. conditions had '
'` an avera e o eratin 	 efficenc	 of 37.7	 g 1971, per `g	 p	 g	 y	 Percent Burin "'
FPC reportea operating data. '^F,
^
.
In order to put 'the' results `for the ten Advanced Energy Con- .,.^^	 4	 .r,
version Systems in proper perspective, the "range" of system re- ^'^,.;.s
suits is shown in Figure. 2. A dashed line axis is drawn through M
the "as analyzed°' standard :steam plant performance point.
	 Using ^^
r; this point as ` an origin, the most attractive advanced . systems
would be in the second quadrant:
	
It can be seen from the figure :,:that there is an acute: absence of cycles in this most preferred r'.
region.	 The next most attractive regions would: be the third:
quadrant,: representing lower cost of electricity than the scan-
f
Bard steam plant, or f^he first quadrant, repro entng higher r
overall officiency.	 The open-cyclegas turbine—combined cycle ';	 ^`
^?' was the only system whch`had consistently lower costa of e1ec- ^'
trcity, and open-cycle MHD was the only system which had consis--
tently higher efficiency.	 The systems in the fourth quadrant ^"'^
were not better. than the standard .steam plant with respect to ^,
cost of-electricity or overall efficiency. ^',
.
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Systems
Overall Efficiency
(percent)
Capital Cost
($^kW)
Cost of Electricity
(mills/kWh)
As Analyzed
• Atmospheric fluidized bed 36.5 610 29.8
Mechanical, wzt cooling tower
• Conventional furnace 37.1 690 31.9.
Stack gas cleanup
Mechanical, wet cooling tower
• Conventional furnace 37..6 570 26.0
Limited stack gas cleanup
Once.-through cooling
As Built
• Bull. Run
	
(T. V.A.) 37.7 -
Conventional furnace
Limited stack gas cleanup
Once through cooling
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^^	 ADVANCED ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS
,^^
^^
^^
	
	
The ten Advanced Energy Conversion Systems are described in
this section. A summary of the cycle results is .presented and
'?	 discussed.
^`}, OPEN-CYCLE GAS TURBINE—RECUPERATIVE
^^
^}^ System Description
i'
A schematic of the open-cycle gas turbine
—
recuperative.:sys-
";^ tem is shown in F	 ure 3.	 ThE,basc c cle em to ed an air-cooledg	 Y	 P	 Y
open-cycle gas turbine. 	 The expanded exhaust gas exiting from the
E^ turbine-was utilized. in a recuperative heat exchanger to preheat ';
^' the combustion air exiting.. from the compressor. 	 A clean or semi-
,f clean process fuel - was employed, permitting compliance. with the
SOg emission standard. 	 Water injection was used as a technique z
to controlthermal..NOX generatiar^.
?;f The base case conditions-featured ` a 2.2.00 F	 (1478 K) firing
temperature and..a 12 to 1.pressure ratio.	 ^l'he plant - output was
r 8a^ MW.	 The parametric variations considered changes in the Ares- ^	 ^:"
^^^ sure ratio and firing temperature, clean fuel type, and . power out-
put.	 The performance characteristics of the recuperative heat
.
exchanger were also varied. 	 In addition to the base case cycle ^'
f
^`-^ shown. in FigurE;: 3, a system configuration in which the exhaust 4	 ,
^^ gas from the recuperator boils an organic working fluid was. eval-
uated,,	 This working fluid vapor was . then utilized in an organic
.bottoming cycle.. .This system modification required the .
 addition
of a heat rejecton_system (cooling towers).
System Results and Discussion
^`
^^ Both simple and recuperative cycle open-cycle gas . turbines were F
., evaluated..	 The employment of process fuels resulted in a signifi- ^-"
:: cantly lower overall efficiency than :was calculated for the power
plant efficiency because of the process fuel. conversion efficiency. - ^^^-
^^. ,^
A summary of results is presented in Figure 4, 	 The base case
a
^``,.t^
overall officiency of 17 percent was reduced from a:.power plant
.^ '
efficiency of 34 percent by the conversion efficiency to produce
high-Btu gas from coal.. ...The highest overall efficiency was achieved w,^	 ,,'
with the use of a semi-clean liquid:. process fuel. (SRC} and. results ^'
from the higher .process efficiency for this fuel, 	 The lowest cap- ^	 ^^	 "?
ital cost plant. _was the simple. cycle gas turbine.	 The lowest cost ^'^
^'^of :electricity. was. again obtained with the. semi-clean fuel. 6.k.
The employment of organic bottoming cyc es resulted a.n an in- ^'
crease in .power plant efficiency to approximately 42 percent (an
8 point increase over the recuperative cycle•). 	 However, the cap- ^	 ^,
^-.:tal cost for this addition almost doubled the plant cost and-re- 4^,
suited in a slightly higher cost of electricity.
`	 "^`^..
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The features of this plant are low capital casts:
	
simple
c c1e a	 roxmatelY	 pp	 y $100 to $140/kW and recuperative cycle approx- k
imately $148 to $216/kW.	 The plants have short construction times
resulting in	 ow interest and escalation charges during construe-
tion,	 The. total water consumption of the plant is very low, the ^
only consump'cive use being for water injection NOg control and
for cooling tower makeup water . when an organic-bottoming cycle is
a:PPled.
^ OPEN-CYCLE GAS TURBINE —COMBINED CYCLE
^	
^
System Liescri tion
The schematic for the open-cycle gas turbine.—combined cycle
',
is shown in Figure 5. 	 'rwo different cycle configurations were i
"'	 ^ evaluated in this general ; .advanced energy conversion system class,
the distinction being in 'che method of cooling for the gas turbine, ^	 ':
The schematic
	 n`the figure shows an air- .cooled. gas turbine. The +
^^k'
second ma or conf	 ur.^ton em to ed awater-cooledj	 g	 p	 y	 gas turbine. ^
The open-cycle ga^^' turbine—combined cycle configuration fea-
tures-multiple g^^s tur_bines each with its own integrated combustor.
,^ 'i'!he exhaust. from the g^sis turbine	 (still `at temperatures in excess, :j	 ..
' of 1000 F [811 K]) was utilized to generate steam in a heat recov-
ery steam generator. 	 This steam was expanded in a steam bottoming ,
turbine. When an integrated. low-Btu gasifier is employed,	 as in the
bane case, the compressed air from the gas turbine compressor is ^	 ,
supplied to the gasifier.	 The low-Btu . gas is produced in the gas-
iffier by the reaction of coal, air, and steam, the steam being.. ^^
supplied from the heat recovery steam generator and-the steam n
' bottoming cycle... 	 The low-Btu gas 'is cleaned up in a low'-temperature ,!
^ process before . delivery to the gas turbine combustor.
^^
.,
The base case configuration fer the air.-cooled . gas . turbine {T
rj had a firing temperature of 2200 F (1478 K) and a pressure ratio
`^ of 12 to 1.
	 .Four ..gas turbines were employed at 112 MW per ga y ^	 ^4
ii turbine and an additional 150 MW were generated in the steam tur- ,s
,: bine.	 Z'he steam bdttoming cycle was operated with throttle steam:: „
'^ conditions of 1250 psi
	 (S. 6 MN/m2 ) and 950 F (753 K)'.	 The Para- ^
metric points consisted of variations in the gas turbine .firing . 'Sr
„ temperature (to a maximum of 2600 F
	
[1.700 K)) and pressure ratio. ^^^
;^ The performance characteristics of the. heat recovery steam gener-
^ ator were varied.	 The throttle.steam conditions were changed, and
ri the effect of going to a,singlereheatwas studied. ^`
The base caste. for both cycle configurations, air and ..water
;.
^,
^ cooling, employed an integrated low-Btu gasifier for production ^'
of the clean gas turbine fuel.
	
However all of the. process fuels ,-
g °were also analyzed as pointvariations.
The water-cooled gas turbine configuration employed closed- s .. ^s ^
cycle water cooling of the hot gas path (both stationary and rota
^ tonal).	 The. energy extracted in this cooling method was inte-
fr grated into the steam bottoming cycle.
	
Thee base case for this .`'
,, ;;
^•	 `'
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configuration had a firing temperature of 2800 F (1811 K) .and a #^
f pressure ratio of 16 to l..
	 The items of parametric variation
are similar to the air-cooled c^nfiguraton; however, the maxi-
mum water-cooled firing temperature was 3000- F (1922 K}.	 Ceramic
^' hot gas path parts were also evaluated for the transition piece ^
^^ and first-stage nozzle as a variation.
_
^	 f
^^ System Results and Discussion n	 ^"^	 :.,
A summary of the results for the air-cooled configuration is t	 -
^f shown in Figure ^ and for the water-cooled configuration in Figure s
E^ 7.	 The results for these .two configurations a,re similar, the high-
'1(` est efficiency, approximately ,37 percent.,_ being obtained. for cases
^.
-	 N with .high gas turbine firing . temperature and lover-Btu..fuel.... The
^^ lowest capital cost plants were achieved with employment of high-
#^ Btu gas delivered to the plant boundary.. The lowest cost of elec-
tricity for the air-cooled .
 configuration was with an integrated
low-Btu gasifier fuol supply; wzth the water-cooled configuration,
^s it occurred with the semi-clean process fuel.
	 Both values were
approximately 23 mills/kWh.
^; h
h
^^^^ Both. configurations for^the open-cycle gas turbine--combined
cycle demonstrated low capital costs compared to the reference
^ steam	 lant 1) when i,nte rated witha low-Btup	 g	 gasifier (ti $420/kW) ^^
giving the yes turbine the ability to utilize: coal-delivered to
the plant site and 2) when utilizing a process fuel. (ti $230/kW). _
,tF^
The system integrates well with a low-Btu gasifier because of the ^'
availability of both compressed air and steam for export from the I
conversion system tothe fuel-processing system..
_ 1
^^ For the air-cooled configuration, the best efficiency occurred
}
$_
fi at a pressure ratio of 12 to'1.	 This configuration requires a fi	 -
^, clean fuel.
	 There is some question that a semi-clean .liquid fue 1^;=',,
can be used at the high firing temperatures because of the require- ,^,t
,; ment for transpiration cooling and the possibility that. partcu- ^'	 ^
lates in the combustion gas stream-will plug the air bleed holes. ^	 ,^:	 3
a: For-the-water-cooled configuration,. the best efficiency oc- ^^	 ,^
fl curred at a pressure ratio of 16 to 1.	 As a result of `the higher i^,,:
gas ,turbine exhaust temperatures in. this configuration, improved _,; ,
k
steam conditions can be attained.
	 Combining the b:^tter steam con- j^"
,^ ditions with a 300:0 F (1922 K) firing temperature and ceramic-parts ^	 A,
f in the transition .-.piece and first-stage nozzle would :result in ^	 k x	^t^ efficiencies in the low forty percent range.
	 The low metal tem- ^^^^
^ peratures,, achieved with the good cooling medium, and ^:he lack of f^`
air bleed, holes make this configuration potentially well suited K
N for the semi-clean liquid process fuels.
	 With these `process -fuels, ^:
h the power plant efficiency is :over 45 percent. 	 The higher^spe- ""
cific power output.: of the water-cooled gas turbines means that
` fewer gas turbine installations. are needed to attain the same. ^,^,
power output asthe air-cooled units.
	
Thus	 is a po ental. there ?#^„
^ for reduced balance-of-plant costs. ^^	 ;.OO.
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Both of t'h.ese configurations resulted in low cost of e^-ec-,
trietg, less t^^an 25 mills/ktn7h. 	 This was the lowest •value	 .n
the ^^tudy.	 ,,
M \\\
CLOSED=;CYCLE GAS TUP.BTNE
j^
System 'L`escription
The. schematic for the closed gas turbine cycle is shown in
Fgur'e 8.	 This system ,employs a closed-cycle working fluid and
thermal transport	 nto^`the cycle from a heat exchanger.	 The work- ^	 `'
ing fluid for this system is helium, and the cycle operates as a %?
^^Brayton cycle .	 =``
The ener	 su	 l -=gy	 pp y, to-^:he cycle in the base case is through ;
^^
.,the. direct combustion of coaj^. in an atmospheric fluidized bed.
The helium, .after being heated to 1500 F :(1089 K), is intr';pduced
into the helium expansion turbine. 	 Cooling for ths , turbi^ne is
j
provided by compressor extraction flow. 	 The helium that exits
from the turbine enters a recuperative heat exchanger where energy
is exchanged, with the high-pressure :flow exiting the compressor
en xoute to the furnace for heat addition. 	 Heat is =_'ejected from.
'^*^
-"the cycle in a precooler. 	 A water loop brings coolant from-the -^"-
booling towers.	 The maximum helium pressure is approximately 1000 xpsi
	 (6.9 MN/m2).
._
',,^^: The parametric point. cases include variations in turbine . inlet '"----
temperature (to a maximum of 1700 F j1200 I^)) and compressor Ares- ^	 ;^
sure ratio.
	 The.'performance characteristics of the recuperator ^	 "s
were traried along with the loop ,; pressure drop...As a cycle varia-• f	 j
tion,- a boiler was placed in the low-pressure helium flow exiting
k
the recuperator.	 Both organic and steam bottoming cycles werei_+^ coupled to this: heat recovery boiler.
	 Parametric, point variations ^•
^^ were also considered in the bottoming cycles. ^_
^;,
(I The heat input system was also varied.. 	 The direct combustion
of coal in a pressurized fluidize3 bed was one variation. 	 A Ares- ^	 f
'
,^ surized furnace utilizing either low-Btu gas from an integrated ^.;^	 "",^^.
gasifier or high-Btu delivered gas constituted the other options. ^	 ` ,i
°	
4
^i
fi^; System Results and Discussion _	 ^^^
• f A s^.mmary of the results for this advanced energy conversion ,•'
^ system is shown in Figure 9.
	 The overall efficiency for this sys- '	 '
tem is in-the low to mid thirties, the maximum efficiency of ,n^38 i	 ^^
percent occurring with a cycle configuration employing an organic ^	 ^•
bottoming ;cycle.
	 The lowest capital. cost was with a pressurized ^!^
furnace heat input system employing a high-Btu gas, :but
	 his.a''lso
^ resulted in a low overall efficiency.
	
The lowest.. costs of el;ec-
tricity were obtained with l) aconfiguration similar to .the `base ^
case but with arepressure ratio of 4 to l and.. an intercooled com- 2	 ^:..;^.^
^" pressor or 2) with-a steambottomed case with no recuperative heat ^	 `^"`
jJ exchanger.	 Both cases resulted`in costs of electricity in the low
,^•^`	 ^ thirty mills/kWh.
-!^
r	 t` r
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Figure 9. Closed-Cycle Gas Turbine
The closed gas turbine featured lower balance-of-plant cost
than any of the other closed cycles. These lower costs, combined
with low $/kW rotational equipment costs, produced low total cap-
ital costs and small capital charges. The efficiency value for
the case with lowest cost of electricity was approximately 30 per-
cent. This resulted in higher fuel charges and a near balance
between capital and operating (fuel plus operating and maintenance)
charges. The low capital charges did, however, result in a com-
petitive cost of electricity.
The organic bottoming cycle appeared to be more attractive
from a performance and economic standpoint than the steam bottom-
ing cycle for low-temperature operation.
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SUPERCRITICAL CO2 CYCLE
,.
^,
r
System 'Descra•,ption
A sc^zematic for the supercritical CO 2
 cycle ..s shown in Figure
10. The cycle characteristics and components of this system are
similar to the closed gas turbine cycle discussed in the preceding.
section. This system employs carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) as a working
.fluid, with pressures always above the critical. level and there-
fore in the supercritical region. The system takes advantage of
the fact that at .these pressure levels and at the heat rejection
temperature, thF, working fluid has a density approximately one
third that of water. This results in a much 1G •wer requirement for
compression work than is necessary in a standard Brayton cycle.
Therefore, the mechanical regeneration (turbine power to drive
pumps and/or compressors) approaches that of a Rankine cycle.
In the base case the. energy was added to the cycle from the
direct combustion of coal in an atmospheric fluidized bed. The.
supercritical CO2 at a pressure of ti380U psi (2&.2 MN/m 2 ) and
.1350 F (1005 K) goes first to a compressor/pump drive turbine and
then to a po'taer drive turbine. The normal regeneration . is split
' p '
	
	
into a series of high- and low-temp-erature recuperators. The heat
is rejected from the. .cycle in a precooler cotapled to cooling towers
by a water loop. .^ recompression cycle was employed, as shown :iin
Figure 10, for the base case. Th^:s configuration employs both a
'{^
	
	
compressor and a pump. By this split compression approach, a flow
mismatch is created in the low-temperature recuperator which re-
sults in _improved cycle performance.
The parametric cases included variations in the turbine inlet
...temperature. (to a maximum of 160E F [1144 K]) and compressor Ares-
sure ratio. The performance characteristics of the recuperator
and the loop pressure drop were also varied. The heat input sys-
-tem was 'varied to evaluate the direct combustion of coal in a
pressurized fluidized bed and the. use of clean gas, both low-Btu
with an integrated low-Btu. gasifier, and high-Btu in a pressurized
furnace..
The charactteristics of this system are such that the temper-
ature of working ` fluid exiting from the low-temperature recuperator
	 ''	 '^
-is too low to permit effective employment- of a bottoming cycle.
This optionalconfiguration was therefore not.: considered. '	 •
- System Results and Discussion	 ±,,
,.
A summary of the results. for. this advanced energy conversion
system is shown in Figure 11.-_The. supercritical CO2 cycle is'cap-
	 ^^'
able of achieving relatively good efficiencies. The highest effi-
ciency was-ti42 percent and was achieved with a k^ase case. configur-
ation and a higher pressure ratio. A characteristic of this cycle
	 ^ ^^;
is a combination of high pressures and high temperatures in the ma-
	 '"^'^^.,,;
jor components. This resulted in capital .costs of ti$1800/kW for most
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Fsgure 11.	 Supercritical CO2
^
parametric . cases.	 The lowest capital cost and. lowest cost of
.^
'^	 ""
e ectrcity were obtained through employment of the .pressurized
_
^^,^..
furnace with integrated low-Btu fuel supply. 	 This heat input
concept supplied to the system. an amount. of power approximately
equal to that obtained. from the supercritical CO 2 turbine.	 This ^^
relatively cheap, .gas 	 urbine power .addition . from the heat input ^i_
^. system decreased the capital cost of the power plant on a.dollar :;f
'per kilowatt .basis. •
.The high efficiency level did ;result. in lcra :coal ` consumption ^	 ^^"
values.	 The low compression .power requirement resulted in a work ^^^^-^?
• output. regeneration. of only 20 percent. 	 The system did however 'x^
require a large'thermal_regeneration.	 Approximately 2.5 times the "'^^
thermal input was regenerated. in the recuperators. r	 :^
'^ The combination of high temperatures and'high pressures 5	 's^
coupled with large thermal transport requirements-resulted in high ^.:'	 -^
costs for the heat exchange :equipment. 	 The projected employment
j of uncooled rota Tonal equipment operating at these hygh-pressure
andhigh-temperature levels resulted in high rotational equipment
-costs,
,,
r	 ',:
The capital charges for t^iis sys em overshadowed the reduc-
tion in fuel charges resulting from more efficient cycle .operation.. { ;^^^'
t	
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ADVANCED STEAM CYCLE
y.
	
#.^	 y,'
System : Description	 ,^
	
t	 A schematic for the. advanced steam cycle is`shown in Figure
	
^'	 12. _This configuration. is ..very similar to steam cycles in con-.	 zw	 i
	ri	 ventional utility service.
The bass case .employs -heat input to the cycle. through . the
direct combustion _of coal in an atmospheric fluidized bed. In	 ^ ^
	
^^	 this case the ste^amthrottle conditions .are 3500 psi (24.1 MN/m2)
and .1200 F (922 K). A single reheat - to 1000 F (811 K) is utilized.
	
1^	 A multiple flow low-pressure. unit makes up the remaining turbine 	 _'
	
r^	 drive. system.. The condenser back pressure is anaintaned at 1.5in. Hga..( .5..06 x Y0 3 N/m2 ) in this case. Steam extraction. is em-
	
j	 ployed for feedwater heating.	
r
	
`^^^	 The parametric-cases include variations in both throttle and
	
}^	 reheat steam temperature (a maximum of 1200 F [92.2 K] on throttle-	 ^^	 r
	
^4	
Y	 pand 1400 F [1033 K] on reheat). and maximum c cle ressure. The
feedwater temperature and condensing temperature are also varied. 	 '
	
^^ `^	 The heat input 'system variations include direct - combustion of coal	 ^^	 "•in a pressurized fluidized : bed, combustion. of clean gases in a	 [:
pressurized furnace., and. combustion of both coal Nand emi-clean 	 `
	
^	 liquid fuel in a conventional furnace with appropriate exhaust.
	
^•;`'-^'	 gas cleanup systems: A doublereheat case was also evaluated.:.	 (^;
	
^	
+}
-	 i^	 -	 !^	 .3
System .Results and Discussion 	 !!
	
:r	 -	 ;
^`^^
A summary of the results for this advanced. energy conversion
	 ^`
	
°,	 system is shown. in Figure 13. The efficiency values are in the mid
	 ^^.	 z
	
a1- '	 to upper: thirties. The maximum efficiency: of approximately 40 per-'
	 {^
-^
_	 '^	 cent occurred with the parametric case employing double reheat to
	 ^^
	
''	 1200 F (922 rt) and with. a throttle temperature of 1000.. F (.811 K) .
	 ^^	 ,
	^	 The lowest capital cost.-and lowest cost of electricity were ob-
	 ^^
tained with standard steam conditions of .3500.. psi/1000 F/1000 F
	 ^ ,^,`^(24.1 MN/m2 /811 K/811^ K) and an atmospheric fluidized bed heat in-
	 ^^ Lys r'
put system.:
	
:,	 , 4	 ^^^	 ..
	
^^	 , .^ ^':
Overall efficiencies of greater than forty percent are
	 ^^•^'
achievable `with advanced. steam conditions. However, at these
	 ^^ •
	
''	 higher steam temperatures, the increase in capital charges re-
	 jj .•	 ^
suiting from increased major. equipment cost offsets the reduced
	 j y'fuel charges resulting from increased. efficiency
_.
 The advanced #3^
	^;	 steam conditir^n case therefore resulted in a higher cost of elec-
	
k	 tricity than would.. be expected from the more 'standard conditions.
	
r '^	 This increase in capital cost of major components was due mainly
to the steam turbine. Higher steam conditions can be attained in
	 $
	
t	 fluidized beds with little increase in furnace costs. The .balance.-
	
t;	 of-plant costs_ were not greatly influenced by the .advanced
	 '^ ^.
	
f "	 conditions .
	
[ i 	 -	
^.4
i{{t'	 The pressurized fluidized bed coupled to the most efficient
	 ;a ,
steam cycle has the greatest potential for maximumef^iciency,
	 ^;,	 .	 ;,
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_
and efficiencies in excess of 40 percent can be projected for this fi.
l - configuration.	 The pressurzed'fludized bed did not"appear, as tj economicallyattractive as..the ^^tmospher.c fluidized bed system..
There are also technical uncertainties in the high-temperature gas ^•
^ cleanup system required for pressurized fluidized bed operation.
^- The conventional coal-fired radiant furnace with stack 	 asg
of
^.
cleanup did not appear as economically attractive as some 	 the
other heat input systems. 	 :Extension"to advanced steam conditions ^ ^•	 jz
`is also more difficult in this type of heat input system. ^^'^^^ °'
; i ,
i
LIQUID METAL TOPPING CYCLE #	 '	 ^'^
,^
System Description	 _ ^.
..,
A schematic of the. liquid metal topping cycle is shown in ^,`
Figure 14.	 This system utilizes liquid . ,metal vapor to achieve t
high cycle operating temperature without excessively 'high Ares-
sores and is a true topping cycle. 	 All energy is added to the
Y prime .cycle working fluid, and the rejected energy from the ^ ^,
- prime cycle cascaded into a steam bottoming .cycle.	 -
The base case for thissys em employs direct combustion of
i
^^^
coal in an atmospheric fluidized bed-.. 	 The liquid-metal, potassium;
entering the furnace module as a subcooled liquid, is vaporized
and exits. as a vapor at 1400. F (1033 K).	 This vapor : is expanded g
..	 ,
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in a multiflow metal vapor turbine arrangement: 2 turbine genes-
ator trains, each with 3 double flow turbine units. The expanded
vapor exiting .from the turbine at 1100 F (867 K) is condensed in
a metal vapor condenser-steam boiler,.. and the liquid. metal conden-
sate is returned to the furnace by a pump. The heat of c gndensa-
tion is utilized to superheat and reheat steam for a 3500 psi/
1000 F/1000 F (24.1 MN/m2/811 K/811 K) steam cycle. The: steam
cycle .
 is of standard design with full extraction employed for
f^^edwater heating. The heat rejection .
 from the system is from the
steam . condenser operating at l.5 in. Hga {5.06 x 10 3 N/m2).
Lr The parametric.. points included, variations in 
.
metal vapor tur-
bine inlet temperature (to a maximum of 1700 F [1200 KJ) and metal
vapor condensing temperature.
	 The maximum steam temperature in the
bottoming cycle. was matched to the metal vapor condensing tempera-
tr	 j
ture and varied in order to maintain a good condenser-boiler aP-
!^ sign.	 Potassium was employed as the liquid metal working fluid
for all but .two cases; those cases utilized cesium.
	
Direct com-
r'bustion of coal in a pressurized fluidized bed. was also evaluated 1
^> as a heat input system along with the combustion of clean gases ^	 '
in a pressurized furnace.	 In both of these. furnace systems, sub- R
°^ stantial electrical generation was obtained from the pressurizing
gas turbines. ,i
's stem Results :and Discussion ^
A summary of results for this advanced energy conversion sys- ^,
tem is s:^own in Figure. l5. 	 The overall. efficiency of the . liquid !
metal topping cycle was consistently in the..hgh thirty. to low iforty percent range.
	 The maximum efficiency was achieved with Gi
the case utlizingbasecase conditions and cesium as .the .working_
' fluid.	 The capitalcostsfor..most of the. parametric points were ,'
i approximately $1100/kW.
	 The lowest capital cost case occurred ,£
with a pressurized furnace utilizing high-Btu gas.
	 In this case,
approximately 50 percent additional power was generated in the
,^,
pressurizing gas turbines. at relatively low capital cost, thus ,s;`'
.^ reducing the per. kilowatt cost; of the entire system... 	 The_ owest ^•^
cost of electricity, ti40 mills/kWh, was obtained with rase case "'^	 ,'•
conditions anal .combustion of coal directly rn a pressurized flu- 't^^
^^
idzed	 bed.....
-
' This advanced energy conversion system featured z^elatively
` high caverall efficiency and high capi al costs. 	 The potE•ntial ,"^
;? exists for obtaining even higher efficiencies by reducin g
 auxiliary `^
losses:.	 For example, a reduction of the recirculation pumping
requirement in the liquid metal boilers could be achieved by ''^	 '
F" boiler redesign.
	 The complexity of the heat exchanger equipment ^ ,.;
resulted in high capital costs. for these components.	 The-high-
^? temperature piping and `difficult component arrangement require-
,^ merits produced high balance-of-plant :costs.. 	 These two items con- ^ .r.	 ^	 ;
trbuted to the rather high capital costs and resulting high cost f^ ..mot
^
of _electricity.
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Figure 15. Liquid Metal Topping
OPEN—CYCLE MHD
System Description
A schematic for the open-cycle MHD system is shown in Figure
16. This system features direct generation of d-c power as the
products of combustion pass through the MHD generator. In the
base case, the combustor is fired with pulverized coal, and slag
is rejected from the combustor. Potassium carbonate is introduced
as a seeding material to increase the electrical conductivity of
combustion products. The MHD generator is water cooled. A strong
magnetic field is maintained with a superconducting magnet. A
radiant furnace accepts the exhaust from the MHD diffuser, and
its water wall construction is utilized for steam generation. The
radiant furnace also allows the residence time necessary at appro-
priate temperatures for limitation of the NO X emission. The ex-
haust from the radiant furnace (still at temperatures in excess of
2500 F [1644 K]) enters a series of regenerative High-temperature
air preheaters. These are of the ceramic, checker brick design
and are alternately heated by the exhaust gas and cooled by the
combustion air in order to obtain the required air preheat tem-
perature. The gas exiting from the high temperature air preheater
flows in parallel through a low-temperature air preheater and a
steam superheater and reheater. T'.ie particulates are removed from
the combustion gases in an electrostatic precipitator and then
pass through a feedwater economizer before exiting from the stack.
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.Figure 16.	 Open-Cgcle MHD Cycle
a _
e
r Steam f low is employed both for component cooling of the ?,_ •''
combustor, MHD generator, and diffuser, and as a heat recovery f '`'
,;`' bottomincx fluid in the radiant furnace, superheater, repeater, ^,;
and economizer.	 The generated steam is used in a parallel train _i
of steam. turbines, both trains operating at 3500 psi/1000 F/10^0 F ^
=^
°.
4r_. (24.1 MN/m2 /811 K/811 K) .	 .One train is-employed for compressor
} drive to .supply the compressed air to the combustion chamber. The f.=' #
other train generates'addtional electrical output..	 The..shaft ^^' `
;, power ,output was approximately equal for the two steam i:urbine
,;
r,
^{
trains. ,?
* In addition to increasing the`conduetvity of the combustion ' "'
products, the seed material, K2CO3, is also used to tie up the
sulfur in the combustion gas.	 The seed material is recovered
from-the heat. exchanger equipment in solid form, processed to re- 1^^x
h
move the
	
ulfur, and-recycled to the .combustor.
i	
^`
The d-c output is converted to a-a in inverter equipment.:
e
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t
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The base case operates on drect • firing of coal with an air
preheat temperature of 2500 F ( 1644 K).	 The parametric cases in-
eluded variations in air preheat temperature (to a maximum of
3100 F [1978 K]) and the use of a semi-clean liquid-fuel (SRC).
-	 ^ A case of oxygen enrichment of the combustion air was also eval-
uated.	 The average magnetic field strength was varied from a
'	 ^ base cast value. of 5 tesla to a maximum of 7 tesla.	 The inlet ^	 `;
•. ^ fluid pressure to the MHD generator and the electric . load param- _ ?	 ^
eter were also variables. F	 „^
,,
• The steam bottomi^ %g cycle employed standard pressure and tem-
^'
9 perature conditions.	 A full set of extraction feedwater heaters
^	 ^	 ^ _was not employed.	 A feedwater temperature of 232 i^' .(384 K) was ^	 ,a
....
	
, used to supply a low-temperature heat. sink for .the exhaust gases..
in .the. economizer..
.System-.Results and Discussion
d'
r
A summary of results fur- this . advanced energy conversions sys- j
tem is presented in-Figure 17. 	 1°he open -cycle MHD system is char-
acterized b	 hi h efficiencies, values of ti50 	 ercent for all ^	 ^
^^ direct fired coal cases.	 As would be expectedP , the maxmum ' offi _ ^	 °'^`$
ciency _ was. achieved with the . highest value.. of air. preheat and in
let pressure.	 The :capital costs for this system were generally :^	 1in excess of $1000/kW.	 The lowest capital costs were obtained 4_+
t``"` with . semi -clean l	 uid fuel.	 However, an overall efficenc	 en-
t	 alty is also sustained as a result ' of the process fuel conversion
efficiency.	 The costsaf electricity were in the low to.-m,x.d forties
for all cases., the major contribution to the cost of ele; : ^^:^icity
being the capital charge... 	 ,:
The efficiencies estimated for. the open-cy^<le MfiD system .were f^	
s
}	 the highest in the study.. These high efficiencies 'resulted in low ^t
I	 specific coal consumption .: and low effluent production per kilowatt. ^
Efficiencies of 50 percent can be projected. through a variety ' of
;,^
(	 ^'^
aPProaches. +^
- ,^:
The high capital costs wire attributable to the balance -af-
^w
"	 ^'•^	 r
^'	 plant costs and the interest and escalation .during the construe- '+^^	 ^
tion of this . ra_ther complex plant.	 Thee ma^or components category R:^
• contributed approximately 10 percent to the total capital cost. ^^,.KK•
^
^
The attractiveness of this advanced energy conversion system:. {^:	 ^"
^	 depends upon the ability to achieve ' the'estimated performance ^,
^	 ^'s.	 while obtaining high reliability.	 The extremely high temperatures
and corrosive combustior,^ products Assent several materials prob- ^t	 ,;
x	 lems for all equipment in, the ` hot gas path.	 Solutions to these ^`	 ^,^
materials problems and the demonstration of;environmental
^?acceptability w^.th the proposed control. techniques are key items
required for the successf »1 development: of open-cyc a MHD systems. ^^
^
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Figure 17. Open —Cycle MHD
CLOSED-CYCLE INERT GAS MHD CYCLE
System Description
A schematic of the closed-cycle inert gas MHD system is shown
in Figure 18. In this concept, direct generation of d-c output
is achieved by the flow of a seeded inert gas through the MHD
generator. Acceptable values of electrical conductivity in the
working fluid passing through the MHD generator are achieved by
the non-equilibrium effect of the seeded inert gas; therefore
maximum working fluid temperatures are significantly lower than
the open-cycle MHD concept. The maximum temperature for the base
case was 3000 F (1922 K).
In this system, fuel is combusted in a combustion chamber
in the presence of preheated. air (at preheat temperatures less
than 1000 F [811 K]). The combustion gases are used to heat up
regenerative, ceramic checker brick heat exchangers. The heat
exchangers are alternately heated by the combustion gases and
cooled by the inert gas cycle working fluid. The heated inert
gas is then seeded with cesium a.nd passed through the MHD genera-
tor. The energy in the exit gas is recovered in a steam generator
before going to the heat exchanger, where heat is rejected from
the cyclz to a cooling tower. A steam turbine is driven from the
,+ `
,:
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generated steam at standard conditions of 3500 psi/1^^00 F/1000 F
(24.1 MN/m2/811 K/811 K). The output of this steam turbine is
consumed in driving the inert gas working fluid compressor.
A vacuum system is provide+d to evacuate the regenerative heat
input heat exchangers after heating with the combustion gases. and
prior to introducing the working fluid. This is required to pre-
vent contamination of the working fluid and. consequent loss of the
non-equilibrium. effect in the MHD generator.
One base case cycle was a topping cycle, as shown in Figure 18.
Another configuration which was evaluated was a parallelcycle in
which. the energy in the exhaust of the MHD diffuser was recuperated
by heat transfer to the working fluid exiting the inert gas cum-
pressor, thus increasing the temperature of high-pressure working
_- fluid en .:route to the heat input: heat exchanger.
	 A	 tear^t cycle
was placed in the combustion gas exhaust stream from thr^°heat. in-
put heat exchanger. 	 The output of this steam cycle supplied the
compressor drive power for the working fluid compressor.
In all systems employing direct combustion of coal,.a stack
5t
^^.^ gas. cleanup system was utilized to meet. the SO .x requirement. F	 ew
}3
3
Argon was employed as a working fluid f_or bothcycle config-
^rations,.andcesium was the seeding material.
	
For the topping
,^,^ cycle (shown in Figure ^.8), direct. fired coal, semi-clean liquid
z fuel (SRC), and intermediate-Btu gas Caere evaluated as fuels.-The
^ average highest field strength, °turbine. effectiveness," MHD in- '
let ^ressure and temperature (to maximum values of 2A atm [2.02:
MN/m ^ a,nd 3 8 0 0 F [ 23 6 7 ^Z ]) were varied for both configurations .
In the. pa al lei cycle only. direct combustion of coal. was. used. k	 ^
S
The steam cycle for bothconfigurations employed standard ^`^
conditions of,,3500 psi/1000 F/1000 F
	 (24.1 .
 MN/m /811 K/8 .11 K).
For the topping cycle, a partial extraction feedwater heating sys- a
tem was used.	 For the parallel cycle, an entire complement of ^	 ,"	 ^:
feedheaters was used. ^	 t	 ^	 .,
,. ; ^	 r'_
u
,f
stem Results and Discussion ^,;
'A summary of the results for this advanced ener gy conversion ^ "
sy tem is presented in Figure. l9.
	 The parallel cycle did not re-
salt in ,attractive efficiencies or costs.
	 ^'he efficiency of the '	 '^	 ^
-	 topp:i.ng cycles utilizing process fuel was-reduced because of the ^	 ^^
inefficiency of producing the fuel, which resulted in reducing ^'
the, power '.plant efficiency :values (in- the forty percent range)
. to i	 ^^^'
^; overall efficiencies in the low thirty percent range.	 The }^^^.qh- ^	 ,^-
est efficiencies, lowest •capital cost, and lowest.-cost of'e?zc-
n tricty were estimated for cases employing the direct combustion ^	 '
of coal in a topping cycle.
	 This resulted in efficiencies in the
mid fortypercentrange, capital costs. of ti$I100/kW,and costof ^	 ,;^^;
electricity q;f n^45 mills/kWh. Er
u
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*Note: Case No. 102 run evaluated after the completion of other
Task I points had the higher_ efficiency, lower capital
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Figure 19. Closed••^'ycle Inert Gas MHD
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Direct Coal Combustion
A significant fraction of the capital cost of this system
is in the balance of plant and the interest and escalation during
construction. These high charges resulted from the complex equip-
ment arrangement and the need to duct high -temperature gases (in
excess of 3000 F [1922 K]) at high mass flow rates.
The use of direct coal firing in a topping cycle could present
design problems for the regenerative heat input heat exchangers.
Since the combustion gases exit from the heat exchanger at tem-
pzratures below the slag solidification temperature, plugging of
the passages could occur. It also remains to be demonstrated
that the non-equilibrium effect can be maintained in the presence
of possible contamination of the working fluid by residual com-
bustion products in the regenerative heat exchangers.
I
!	 CLOSED—CYCLE LIQUID METAL MHD CYCLE
!	 System Description
A system schematic for the closed-cycle liquid metal MHD sys-
tem is shown in Figure 20. In this concept, d-c power is gener-
ated directly as the working fluid, helium, is expanded in the MHD
generator. The liquid metal, mixed with the helium before ex-
j	 pansion, supplies the electrical conductivity ^^equired by the
36
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working fluid. Since the electrical conductivity of the working
fluid is obtained. through addition of the liquid metal,. it does.
not require the extremely. high temperatures as in,.the two pre-	 '^
ceding MHD cases.
For the base. caae shown. in Figure 20, direct combustion of
,.
coal in an atmospheric fluidized .bed is utilized to supply the
energy . input to thecycle. 	 The furnace is utilized . to heat the
_	 helium working fluid and the. liquid metal-and to reheat the steam ;,
from the steam bottoming cycle..	 The helium and-liquid metal are
mixed and flowthrough the MHD generator.	 At the generator exit,
the helium and `liquid metal. are separated.	 The liquid .metal is
increased. in pressure through a Series diffuser/pump arrangement._.
:before .returning to the furnace for heating. 	 After-expansion in
`^	 the. generator. the. helium. passes through a heat recovery. boiler. '
'	 ^Ieat is rejected from the cycle in a precooler-cooling tower sys-
tem and the - helium is then, compressed before returning to the e
furnace.
..
The steam generated in the steam turbine is used to drive the `,
helium compressor.	 Tn order to extract the maximum amount of heat
^"	 from ..the helium prdr to precooling, no extraction feedwater heat-
^'^	 ng is performed in the steam cycle. 	 For all cases, the steam
cycle. operates at standard conditions of 3500. psi/1000 F/1000F
(24.1 MN/m2/811 K/811 K).
^^ Since the performance of the MHD generator is not dependent
on ioniza ion of gases, its operation is at relativelylow temper-
^
^	 t
ature, for example., 1300 F	 (978 K) for the -base case.	 This was..
the temperature utilized fora all cases in which, sodium was. the ^
liquid metal.	 Higher temperatures (to a maxmum,of 1500 F [1089
K]) were employed in cases in which..lthium was the liquid. metal.
The magnetic field ,requirements. were relatively low.til.0 tesla.
This value and the pressure ratio. and electric load parameters
were varied..
1,
Direct com}^uston of coal in a pre surized fluidized bed and
combustion of clean ;gases in a pressurized furnace were evaluated rx	 'y
as heat input heat exchanger variations.- ^
l`f^ k
;!
I .	 A variation of the cycle configuration was also explored.. ^.
TYi:. variation replaced-the heat recovery.. boiler witha recupera- y.
the helium heat exchanger.	 This heat exchanger preheated the
,.
^`	 ^,
helium compressor discharge by eaoling the helium exitingfrom ^_^^
the MHD .duct ..	 _ n	 'r
',
.,'
System Re alts and Discussion ''	 ,.
`	
^'.
A summary of results for this advanced energy converson'sys- ;!	 '
tem is shownppn Figurey2
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r' Figure. 21,	 Closed-Cycle Liquid Metal MtiD
,,
u achieved with the pressurized furnace systems. 	 In these eases,
substantial amounts of relatively low: cost gas turbine power
,t were produced-by the furnace system. 	 This reduced : the average
^^ cost of the plant to approximately $140 ,0/kW.	 However, this was
'' also. accompanied by a reduction inoverall efficiency to the low 	 Fthirty percent range._ 	 Nevertheless this configuration resulted
^; in the lowest. values . of cost.. of electricity, ti60 mills/kWh.
The highest efficiency, ti39 percent, occurred with the
lithium helium case at MHD inlet temperatures of 1500 F (1089 K).
	 ,
This' system: had a 'projected capital cost of more than $3000/kW.
	 ^'
A major contribution to the high. capital .costs .was the re-
	 `'r
qurement for many parallel .generator units and the balance of
	 ^;
^`
;?
plant required to-support this .complexity,
	 !'a
'A severe pinch-point-problem existEd in the steam generator
producing a requirement for e
 low ^eedwatertemperatures.., with ac-
'' companying degraded. steam cycle efficiency. 	 n
The :characteristics of the "system require massive circulation
x rates. of liquid metal. 	 Flaw losses in the liquid metal :.flow load
created severe auxiliary `power demands on the cycle.
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FUEL CELLS
System.. Description
b hy
A schematic for the low-temperature fuel cell is shown in
Figure 22..'
	 Two specific `fuel cell concepts were evaluated: l)
low temperature, less than 400 F (478 K), and 2) high tempera-
.; tore, approximately 1800 F (1255 K).
In the cases studied, the low-temperature.. fuel cell operates
i
^
on process fuels, clean gases.
	 In the base case, this clean fuel,.
high-Btu .
 gas, was delivered to the plant site and re-formed there y3
;, to a hydrogen fuel for use in the fuel cell.	 Air was the oxidizer,. `.
^.,.	 !, and before delivery to the fuel cell this air was humidified.
	 Thee
cell was water cooled.
	 The d-c output. was . inverted to a-c for
^~	 .: transmission.
r
For the low-temperature fuel cell, hydrogen delivered to the
'^^; plant. site was `considered as a fuel variation.'	 Oxygen delivered
r to the site way considered as an alternate oxidizer. The fuel cell
^
^^ type for e
 the base case and a majority of the parametric. cases was
^''°	 ^ a solid polymer electrolyte:.
	 .Phosphoric acid.. electrolyte was also '^^
evaluated in several cases. The: current density, electrolyte thick-
{ Hess,-and operating temperature were evaluated as parametric case
^^^--^^^
variations with the solid. polymer electrolyte. Current density was
the only. additional parameter. varied.-in the phosphoric. acid fuel
4' cell .investigation. '^
For the high-temperature fuel cell, a free standing, non- r	 a
integrated, low-Btu fuel supply was employed.
	 The electrolyte
a
was a solid metallic; the oxidizer was air.
	 After preheating the
^,^
fuel. was delivered to the fuel. cell.
	 This.. preheating was accom-
^ plished by thermal regeneration with the oxidizer exiting from ^
the fuel cell.	 The fuel exi •tingfrom•.thefuel cell retained:
'' some heating value.
	 This fuel and the oxidizer exiting from the
t fuel preheater were combusted in a steam boiler-reheater, su ply- ,<
'' ng the energy input for a 3.500 psi/1000 F/1000 F {24.1 MN/m^/ ..
811 K/811 K) steam bottoming cyole.
	 The exhaust	 from the. gas
combustor-boiler. was. cooled. to 300 F (422 K)
	 in an air preheater.
,
t,^
`! The e d-c output of the fuel cell was inverted to a-c.
	 In the. plant.
.:^
size investigated, both the fuel cell topping cycle and the steam =
bottoming cycle produced approximately 550 MW.
In the high:
-temperature fuel cell, the electrolyte thickness '"
and. the current densi y were the only.. parametric variations.
System Resul s and Discussion' ,^„''
A summary. of the .results for this advanced energy conversion i
system is shown in Figure 23.-
	 The low=temperature fuel.cell oper-'
wated only on process, clean gases.
	 Thus, the overall efficiency '^;
was approximately 50 percent less than the .power plant efficiency ^^`^"`^
' as a result of the conversion efficiency of the fuel processing '^	 ^'
^^; plant ;to produce clean gas from. coal,
	 For the parametric: points ^	 '
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E Figure 23<	 Fuel Ce is—Low Temperature ^•	 ja
`: employing high-Btu .fuel and air as an oxidizer, the overall-effi-
j
^'
ciencies were less .than fifteen percent..	 When ^iyc^rogen was em-
ployed as a fuel, efficiencies inthelow to mid twenties were ob-
twined. The hghest`efficiency point occurred in;a fuel cell employ-
ing hydrogen as a fuel and oxygen as an oxidizer. This. combination -
also had the lowest capital cost and the lowest cost of electricity.-
u
e For the-high-temperature fuel.: cell, the overall efficiency ^s - <•,
,^ was in the low thirty percent range.	 Thee capital cost. was in .thee
r $900 to .$1000/kW range.	 The resulting .cost `of electricity was 'in r:'•	 t
the mid forty mills/kWh: 	 The efficiency of the fuel .
 cell .system ^'r
could perhaps be improved. by integrating the fuel processing plant
with the ateam bottoming plant. 	 However, the major contribution
to the ra her high cost of electricity was the capital charge not- '^-
{ the fuel charge.	 A reduction in the capital charge would be more a	 `+
difficult to .achieve since the features of the system require
•multcell units and the ducting ofhigh-temperature gases.
	
These a,i
combinations result in hgh'balance-of-plant costs and long con-
structontimes, both major contributors to high capital costs. ^..,;^?
f
With the low-temperature fuel cell, the employment of the
hydrogen-oxygen configuration produced a cost-of electricity which ^.,v
was competitive: with the other advanced energy conversion systems ,^,,
in this study.- However,_ this is obviously tied to the assumed price x
^;	
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4of these two gases. Since the fuel charge represents 65 percent
of the total cost of electricity, the cost of electricity is very
..sensitive. to the fuel and oxidizer price. If air is employed
as an oxidizer,. the cost :of electricity increases to the upper
thirty .mills/kWh range. The characteristics of the low-temperature
fuel cell re ult in low environmental. .intrusion..: The high fuel
charge and low capital cost make this system more attractive for
	 x
.mid-range^or peaking .duty than baseload operation.
r {
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
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^; The. objective of the.Task..I Study of advanced energy conver-
4	 ^ sion techniques for coal or'coal-derived fuels was to assist in
^^ the development-of a technical-economic information base on the
`"^	 ^t. ten..-energy conversion. systems under. :investigation.
	 A large number r
of parametric variations were studied in order to select system
and c cle conditions which demonstrated they	 potential of the con- u
very ion concept.
r{	
'"
The major emphasis of-this study was placed on the evaluation
kf of the prime cycles. 	 The auxiliary subsystems. were. selected and
,^: coupled to each cycle in ways which were aimed at showing the po- #-
^^ tental of the basic energy .conversion. system.
	 A proponent of the ^^	 ^'
,; energy conversion system analyzed the unique system features.
	 How-
`	 ^ ever,. in order to accomplish an objective and consistent analysis
of each conversion concept., the common subsystems,. e.g., furnace ,.
^' balance of plant, and bottoming cycles, were evaluated by the same
study team for all energy conversion systems.
	 fihis approach per-
'^
mitted an expression. of advocacy for each system but maintained a
commonality of analysis through: the .ten systems.
^. The unique approach which was followed in.thin-study allowed: ,
^. ^;.o^:parisor^s to be made of the common subsystems as they were ap- ;^,.:
^.;	 ;$ died in the total energy conversion system. Discussions of the ;t.
"	 -	 ^^ study results for both total systems and _subsystems are presented,
^
ADVANCED ENERGY CONVERSION.SUBSYSTEMS «' 3F
v:
'
V	 {	
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^' Bottoming cycles were employed as apart of most of the ad- r	 7
-
' vanced energy conversion systems.
	 Both steam and organic working ,, `
fluid cycles wer-e evaluated.	 'Inlow-temperature applications {Tess
' than-500 F	 [533 K]:), the or anic c cleg	 y	 permitted a larger percent- ^
.- a e of ener	 recover	 from theg	 gy	 y	 prime cycle.'working fluid than did '°	 ^'
_;	 ^	 •;
the steam cyc e and thus resulted in .more efficient overall sys-- ^	 `?
:- hems.	 In most cases, the	 nclttsi.on of a low-temper.^-t:uz; e. ^^ottom.•- '^	 vT
' ng cycle did not_ produce a lower cost ^f electricity for the total `'	 ^^`^	 '+
.system, in large part because th y. :^,^^:}^uced fuel charge did not off-
set the higher capital charge wlach resulted. for the organic cycle .	 „^^,'i	 ^"'
addition.	 The employment of organic bottoming cycles was limited '`
•
by a maximum allowable operating temperature (ti600 F [589 K}). At ,^	 ^'
F	 : temperatures ..greater than this limit, on^..y stea.^t, o^ycles were- eval-
,^^
',^„
uated.	 Use of these higher temperature steam bottoming cycles ^	 '
was :economical since-significant efficiency pena?,^ties would result ^`	 '^';;	 _..(1
'.
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if this energy were not recovered. The :fuel charge reductions
therefr^re, offset the capital charge increase.
Direct combustion of coal was the most attractive approach
to 'introducing-thermal energy into a closed.-cycle working fluid..
Of the three approaches studied for the direct combustion of
coal—atmospheric fluidized bed, pressurized fluidized bed, and
conventional radiant furnace with stack gas cleanup--.the atmo- -r__
spheric fluidized bed generally resulted in the-most attractive ,
overall system...	 .The pressurized .
 fluidized bed Yias
	
he potential ^
for producinga moreefficient overall system.
	 However, the
capital cost for the hot gas cleanup `
 system and the` complexity of
-w	(	 installation resulted in high capital charges.
	
This hot gas
cleanup system also presents some significant development challenges
before its success is demonstrated. 	 Both fluidized bed concepts
are adaptable to obtaining high cycle worlcixzg fluid temperatures
(up to . 1500 F	 [1089 K1)• x
- 5
In systems which could be designed to utilize ooai directly, ^	 ;.
the employment of heat.input heat exchange systems designed tot^	
accept clean. process fuels-.other than integrated low-Btu gasifiers:'.
^`	 did not appear. economically attractive:
	 Tn systems which require °^"
^^	 a process fuel.--open-cycle . gas turbines--semi-clean liquid fuel
fromcoalwascompettve w	 h the-use of gasification and' there-
`-	 ^	 fore	 direct coal utilization.	 Th	 was particularly true in .the ^,	 '
case of the water-cooled gas ..turbines. since this concept is po- `'	 ;
tentally not a	 sensitive to particulates and alkali metal con-
taminants in the fuel as the advanced air-cooled designs< ",:
In the integrated low-Btu gasification of coal, a state-of-
the-art fixed bed gasifier was .utilized in ..all systems in order to -::
_establish as realistic a cost basis as possible for the fuel'`pro-
cessing part of the plant:	 Improvements in the gasifier can be ^,	 ^^	 •
protected which could significantly affect the con'Frersion systems.
A higher gasifier efficiency is achievable by reducing the "feed" •'
stream losses and integrating the gas cleanup. system mare effi- ^ ,^
ciently.	 The use of . lower steam-to-coa.l_xatos in the gasifier ;.	 `^	 ::;
places less energy demand on the. steam bottoming-cycle and thus
',	 resul s in greater bottoming cycle output. 	 These advances in-
,,tiR	 c	 •
`}t°
crease theprojected efficiency of the open-:cycle. gas turbine P	 •^E
combined .cycle with water-cooling and integrated low-Btu. gasifier ..	 ,,
;-	 from. a maximum projected value of 40 _percent to 43 percent. Sim-
filar efficiency-gains are also projected for the advanced air- ^
cooled gas turbine combined cycle and for the closed-cycles util- s
zing pressurized furnaces with an integrated low-Btu fuel supply. a`h.
'
;^..
ADVANCED ENERGY CONVERSION. SYSTEMS t ^,^,^
When .advanced systems are advocated, the characteristic most x„'
Y	 ^	 y	 y
,
^often	 is tPe thermod namic^effcienc 	 of the c c1e, Thiesyipcussed
is onl	 art of the	 erformance stor	 however, since each s s-Y
^.-, ^„,^ h
,,
consumeesgnificanteamounts1ofgauxliary^powerau^Theselpowerlch
demands plus the .thermal efficiency of	 he heat input system
^'
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and/or :fuel processing system must be considered before a real- ''
^
1
^ istic e:Pficiency value is obtained,- 	 Even after these effects are
---- ^? properly accoun'ced :For, the comparison is .rarely done on a consis-
tQnt basis.	 In this study,. the advanced energy conversion systems
^ ^ a:recompared on the bads that °ach is opzrating on a utility sys-
^` tam with the required support subsystems, 	 .As a means of :reference,
a a^team power; plant operatin^ _with pre^^nt-day conditions ^3^00
i ,^ '	
/^^ 1 ^	 TcC	 Tpsi/1x00 F/1090 .E	 ^2^..1 SIN/.m	 /8ll ^C]) —with coal combustion h
_	 _ in a conventional radiant Eu:mace and tvith stack gas cleanup .and
"
i{j^ cooling towers to mz.nimi^e envi^ran^tten tal intrusion--- LS analyzed °;
^j ca^.^th ^th^ same analyt.icai proced,zres used far the advanc°d cases,
,' p	 ^	 o	 e	 o	 y	 o	 ,. .R^ resentativ^. valu..s	 For	 f.fici..nc	 of th..	 te:n adva:n.._e1 ^`	 j
enorgy conversion systems' under roves ligation in this study are Ir
,,^. ^ shown i.n Figure 2^ .	 The reference steam cycle. has an ef:Eiciency '
r of 37 percent.	 Most o:f the advanced systems have e:fFicie.ncies in t`
the same range as tho reference steam ^lan.^,
	 Only the o^e^i- r	 s
'^ cyole :MHD eystem ef:foiency is significantly grsater with overall
t ef.f:iciencies of approXimately 50 percent,	 The advanced steam, '	 '
^^,
,^ s upercra.^tic^.1 Cad,	 liquid 'me tal topping, .and ir^er:t gas ^IHD systems, H;.,	 ,
all ;navy potontiay fo:r achieving ef:fieen^ies ^f greater than 40 a
^„ ^ percent with t'ne ^ondit;io:ns examined in the Task I study, 	 r^he fit'
,^ opfln-cycle gas turbine—:recuperative and loiv-temperature :Fuel cell ^	 ^'
both employed c1{^^u ^!^rocess fuels which resulted in large d^- ,
^._ cre^.ses from power n::ant to overall e Efficiency,
^
;f
^'' ^ ''
^	 "^
--.^ The efficiency of an ad'va;ncod system forms only a .part 'of the
ti{
^	 ,
„	 `` comparison,	 The projected capi^ta:L cost is cc^^xal,ly .important, !`
4^	 '` Ropresen^tative values for the capital cost prr^jectionsfor the
^' ,ten advanced systems are sho^:n in '^'ig^;i:rc 2^ as well as reference :+
„'. sham poiaflr p`Lant at ap^r^x:mately $'1^i0/'^tY^,
	 The .:ant;ributions {	 ^
+to capital costs are najo:r componznts, balance of plant, Lon- ;;
tingenc.y, and. interest and esea:Lation during construction,	 As ^,^
' :notQ^l for tie .refe.rence seam pow^:r plant, complex baseloaded
F
'
plants experience a sig^nif:icant portion cf total capital cost in ,,n
t:tie non-tr^aj a:r co^i^oncnt categories , 	 The major components directly •:
- ^ a.ccoun-t f;,r approxima^te:Ly 15 percent o:E the -total ca pital cost. ,,	 ,s;This is `true for 'a^11 cf :the high operat:^ng temperature, advanced ,	 „^
systems which. require significant amounts of high-temperature pip- rj
ing arzd ducting,. and complex, multiple component installation. ^;,
^'or example, closed-cyc:te M'rID systems had :._the highest balance- ^	 :`
of-plant costs and, because of the long construction times, the
highest interest and escalation charges:,
	
The s^ster^s with signi-
ficant amounts of modular factory construction •—open-cycle gas- ^	 t,.	 ^A
turbines and low-temperature fuel cells—had low balance-of- '^
plant costs and short construction tunes.
	
The supercritical CO +„,^,
< system, which emp-toyed a ^;ork;ng fluid at both high pressure and ^`
high temperature. in the ;ina^or 'i,'omponents as-well as' significant f	 ,^
:amounts of thertr^-?_,_traYcsport, had the. highest major component ^
s costs , :Only .the operi^-^^;TV 1e-gas turbines , both .recuperative and ::.
combined, acid the low-temperature fuel . ,cells had.
 capital costs ^.,_^^
y
signficant;i^y below the reference steam.: power plant. ,	 .^
;,
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- ^ Neither the efficiency nor the capital cost alone presents an
^ ^ adequate basis for comparison. 	 The. combination of the tk^o param--
eters into a cost of electricity provides a better comparison
^
`
^ parameter.	 Representative cost-.of,--electricity values for the ad-
! vanced energy conversion systems are shown. in Figure 26.
	
The value
for the reference steam power plant at 31 mills/kWh is also shown.
=, The cost of electricity is divided into components of:
	
capital
^ cost, fuel cost and operating a.nd maintenance costs..
	
The open-
cycle gas turbine combined cyc^e was the only advanced energy con-
^. Y version system which consistently had a cost of electricity lower
than the reference steanc plant. 	 The cost of, electricity for this
^" r system wasin the low to mid twenties.	 The closed gas turbine,
,^^ ^ advanced steam, .open.-cycle gas turbine—recuperative and low-tem-
peratttre fuel cells had a cost of electricity which was competitive
``^ witi^ the reference . plant.
	
The low-temperature fuel cells and open-
^ cycle gas turbine---recuperative both had very high fuel charges and
`zow capital charges.	 This was duP to their dependence on high-cost
clean fue.Ls^.
	 This characteristic is most attractive for power
plants operating designed. to .operate at peaking duty.
	
Plants
^ designed for baseload du y are generally characterised b_y effi-
cient operation on less. expensive fuels, resulting in 7.ow fuel
r^ charge..	 This is true for a majority of the advanced systems, the
^a capital charges genera^,ly being 60 to 90% of the total cost of
s.'^ electricity.
"=^ ^-Iigh capital charges make the total c©st of electricity rela-
t:ively insensitive to the fuel charge and .
 therefore to operating
_ ^ efficiencir...When capital .cost i
	 evaluated in combination with
x thermodynamic performance, a severe constraint is placed on the.
amount of initial capital investment that can be justified in
d
order to achieve an .increase ^n effic:iency.
- ^
